Possible dysregulation of cortical plasticity in auditory verbal hallucinations-A cortical thickness study in schizophrenia.
Investigations of gray matter changes in relation with auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH) have reported conflicting results. Assuming that alterations in gray matter might be related to certain symptoms in schizophrenia this study aimed to investigate changes in cortical thickness specific to AVH. It was hypothesized that schizophrenia patients suffering from persistent AVH would show significant differences in cortical thickness in regions involved in language-production and perception when compared to schizophrenia patients which had never experienced any hallucinations. Using cortical thickness analysis the present study investigated ten schizophrenic patients suffering from AVH, ten non-hallucinating schizophrenic patients, and ten healthy control subjects. Anatomical data were acquired on a 3 T MRI system, transformed into standard space and cortically aligned to investigate local differences in whole brain cortical thickness between the two patient groups. Based on this comparison, brain regions with alterations specific for the patients with AVH were identified and then used as regions of interest to compare both patient groups to the healthy subjects respectively. Hallucinating patients showed gray matter reductions in the dominant hemisphere predominantly in sensory language areas relevant for speech processing. Increased cortical thickness was found in regions related to self-monitoring. Gray matter reductions in chronic schizophrenic patients may be the sequel of synaptic derangement or disease-related deregulation of language circuits. In order to clarify the ambiguous information processing additional demands might be put on cortical structures responsible for self-monitoring processes leading to changes in cortical thickness in the sense of neural plasticity.